HEALTHY LIFE
Sempione Top Selection Tracker Certificate
"Health and well-being. Increasingly relevant aspects in the life of each
individual. How to ride the trend with a well-diversified basket of stocks"
ISIN CHF: CH0547244019
ISIN EUR: CH0547244035

ISIN USD: CH0547244027

Find out more! Come to visit us
Lugano, Bellinzona, Chiasso, Locarno
Or visit our website
www.bancasempione.ch
Tel. +41 (0)91 910 71 38
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WE HAVE CREATED A WELL DIVERSIFIED BASKET
To be able to ride the healthy life trend we have developed a basket made of 50 stocks, diversified in terms of: sector,
market capitalization, geography and currency exposure

Geographical breakdown
(and related currency diversification)

Netherlands
Italy

Breakdown by Market Cap

Japan

Small ( < USD 5 Bn)
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UK
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Large ( > USD 15 Bn)

Germany
Denmark
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Australia

38%

Hong Kong

Switzerland

United States
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… THAT AIMS TO GENERATE VALUE BY INVESTING IN A TRANSVERSAL AND BALANCED WAY
With the goal of leveraging on the entire healthy life value chain though companies related to diagnostic, biotech,
MedTech, nutrition, sport, sports apparel, leisure, personal care and pet wellness

Pet Wellness
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Suddivisione per
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Water Purification

Nutrition

Life Improvement
Outdoor Leisure

Outdoor Equipment
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WANT TO KNOW MORE?

CONTACT US
Tel. +41 (0)91 910 71 38
OR COME TO SEE US
Lugano, Bellinzona, Chiasso, Locarno

A personal advisor will be at your disposal!
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DISCLAIMER
This document is a promotional communication. This financial product is a structured product and, as such, is an investment that involves a high degree of risk, intended
exclusively for those investors who have a good knowledge of investments and who are able to understand the characteristics, valuation mechanisms, risks and costs.
The Certificate presents a capital risk at maturity and during the life of the product. Investors are subject to credit risk from Exane Derivatives (Moody's Baa2; S&P
BBB+), guarantor of the Certificate, and Exane Finance, issuer of the Certificate.
Fluctuations in currency exchange rates can have a negative impact on the value, price, and revenues of the products analyzed in this document. It is the investor's task
to proceed with his own analysis of the characteristics and risks related to the transactions, products or transactions mentioned in this document, possibly using the
advice of professionals (including legal, tax, accounting consultants) deemed useful. Before the purchase, please read the prospectus, authorized by the Luxembourg
Surveillance Authority, CSSF, and available free of charge on request on the issuer's website (www.exane.com/exaneissues). This document does not in any way
constitute a solicitation or offer to purchase the product in countries where the solicitation or offer is not authorized.

